
16th Week in Ordinary Time: Cycle A 

Gospel of St. Matthew 13: 24-30 

“The Wheat and the Weeds” 

A few weeks ago, I used a scene from the movie Silence to reflect on the gospel passage for that Sunday. This 

weekend’s homily will also refer back to that movie, directed by Martin Scorsese. 

Based on the novel written in the 1960’s by Shusaku Endo (a Japanese Catholic), the plot focuses on the 

horrific persecutions and excruciating tortures inflicted by Japanese regime Inquisitors upon Japanese 

Catholics and the Portuguese Jesuit priests sent to evangelize their nation in the 1600’s. Along with two Jesuit 

priests as protagonists in the movie, the Inquisitor, the Japanese prosecutor of all foreign influences, works as 

the foil to all attempts to evangelize Japanese people. But the Inquisitor’s brutality is covered by a mask of 

civilized and refined posturing. 

The Inquisitor character presents a genteel face with reasonable offers to avoid the horrific trials to come. He 

speaks with the wisdom of the elder he is, and the kindness of one’s grandfather. He is alternately graciously 

hospitable and occasionally a bumbling buffoon as his aging bones keep him off balance while rising from his 

prestigious chair. He whacks accompanying toadies with his fan as they attempt to keep him from falling over 

sideways.  

This is but the ultimate packaging for the embodiment of evil that he is. Beneath the veneer of a civilized and 

benevolent autocrat is the soul of a ruthless, cruel and sadistic despot. His obsession to force all Christians to 

apostatize or die; and the obliteration of all Christian symbols, artifacts and history in Japan consumes him.  

This is the face of all evil that often initially presents itself as our friend desiring only the best for us and 

wanting what will ultimately make us happy. Beneath that façade, lurks the dark and sinister desire for our 

souls. The parable Jesus teaches in St. Matthew’s Gospel contains the similar warning. In early stages, the 

wheat and the weeds look similar and it is difficult to tell them apart. But given a little more time and a little 

more growth and the differences become obvious. 

It is the temptation Eve faced in the garden of paradise. And it is the simple reasonable suggestions Satan 

offered Jesus in the desert following his baptism. “Just turn the stones into bread. That will satisfy your 

hunger. After all, you are the Son of God—aren’t you?” It is the same face of evil our parents alerted us to with 

the warning “Don’t take candy from strangers.” 

The baptismal promises from the former Sacramentary issued the first question in these words, “Do you reject 

the glamour of evil?” Note the question does not presume all glamour is evil, but rather that all evil is at least 

initially glamourous. Evil entices us and lures us to put at risk our heart and soul for a simple pleasure or 

longed for desire. Only later when we have fallen do we realize the heights from which we have tumbled; and 

then the impossibility of repairing what is broken around us.  

Many addictions start off that way. Drug dealers are more than willing to offer many of our young people free 

samples of their illicit wares knowing most if not all will soon be driven to do whatever is needed to obtain the 

more potent and damaging doses. Internet pornography uses the same method. There are plenty of free porn 

samples that draw people in more and more. It seemed so innocent and playful until someone is hours and 

hours on the computer, losing sleep, losing time at work, and becoming more distant from family and friends.  

There is a church along Route 202 I pass by often with a sign out front. Each week there is a different succinct 

saying always creative and catchy. One week recently the sign read, “Sin, it seemed like such a good idea at 

the time.” 



But, it is not always a type of temptation offering us something we know to be wrong and hurtful. Sometimes, 

it is the calculated deception appearing to offer us what everyone knows to be good and what everyone 

deserves and hopes for. 

Many victims of domestic violence will attest that the first dates and outings were quite pleasant and their 

future spouse or partner was completely charming and even comical. So when the first shove or slap came, it 

seemed so completely uncharacteristic, it was easy to overlook or dismiss. When the second, third or fourth 

slap came and then a beating, the victim easily believes, “It must be me.”  

As the pattern continues, the avenue of escape seems to be more completely remote and out of reach. The 

victim is trapped and buried in shame. Every victim needs to know; they have no need to figure it out. They 

just need to get out, get up and leave for someplace safe. A safe place is what God and the Church want most 

for anyone being abused. No one is ever required to stay in an abusive relationship. Abuse violates both God’s 

law and criminal law. No abuse is ever justified, acceptable, or negotiable.  

This is also the way sex offenders lure children and adolescents. They begin by showering attention and gifts 

on a young person to build trust. Many times it will be a child or teenager desperate for friendship, kindness 

and some attention coming their way. The process is often called “grooming.” Once trust is built, boundary 

violations begin slowly building to more abusive patterns of behavior.  

The young person, locked in shame and defeat, feels helpless to do anything to get out of the pattern. They 

might even believe, “all adults must be like this.” All adults are not like that, the vast majority will never violate 

trust, and one of them needs to be told what is happening so the abuse can stop and the abused can 

experience healing and hope.  

Similar tactics are used worldwide and even locally with human trafficking. Poor families in developing 

countries are offered good paying jobs for their daughters or sons overseas with money coming back for the 

families. The friendly faces and the offer to escape poverty are the lies that trap children, adolescents and 

young people into years if not lifetimes of slavery and despair.  

For the victim of domestic abuse, human trafficking or sexual abuse, the weeds looked so much like the wheat 

in the early stages of relationship. They seemed to be in relationship that was healthy, mature, and respectful. 

Once the weed is better known by further behavior; the sense of confusion, defeat and shame become 

difficult to break through.  

In the Letter to the Romans, St. Paul reminds us “The Spirit comes to the aid of our weakness; for we do not 

know how to pray as we ought, but the Spirit intercedes with inexpressible groanings.” The Holy Spirit knows 

the weakness of our corrupted desires and the temptations that at times get the best of us. The Holy Spirit 

knows the weakness of being duped by con artists convincing us we are safe and respected when we are in 

danger of harm and abuse. 

The Holy Spirit groans for those locked in sinful patterns of life, or abusive patterns and understands 

completely humanity’s weaknesses. Let the Spirit’s groaning and interceding lead us beyond the power of sin 

and abuse. Let us lean on the merciful and gracious God the psalmist speaks of, and prays to for mercy.   

 


